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allow me to introduce myself



our agenda.

understanding the basics.  The evolution to programmatic.    how to use programmatic in 

your business.    revising your sales strategy.  the future of programmatic. 



understanding the basics.



what is programmatic advertising?

Programmatic advertising is the machine-to-machine bidding, placement, and optimization of 

ad spend with publishers based on demographics, performance and audience to achieve 

advertising, marketing and business goals.



what is a programmatic ad buying platform?

A programmatic ad buying platform is a software application which allows humans to define 

and implement business, marketing and advertising goals for their ad content to tightly 

control spend, publisher audience and desired results.



what is a publisher?

A publisher is the entity which owns an audience and is the distribution destination for ad 

spend via programmatic ad buying platforms.



.

 In 2017, eMarketer estimate that 4 out of 5 dollars 

will transact programmatically.

 Total consumer spend in the US in 2017 is estimated 

at $32.6B

 8 in 10 mobile ads are purchased programmatically 

in 2017 in the US;

 €8.1B spent on programmatic advertising in Europe 

in 2016 (a 42.5% growth YOY)

 in 2016, IAB/PwC reports that £2.71 billion was spent 

on programmatically ad campaigns

It’s already in your back yard:



what

A publisher is the entity that, through the creation of content or other value, owns an 

audience and is the distribution destination for ad spend via programmatic ad buying 

platforms.



the evolution of programmatic.



google started everything.



in 2004, recruitment advertising took note.



a new efficiency in a bloated industry is born. 



backfill with traditional job boards helped capture audience. 



and soon their store was filled with customers.



a new efficiency in a bloated industry is born. 

Average Annual Sessions, Total. Source: Rank2Traffic.com/Appcast

Average Annual Sessions, US 2009 - present



a new efficiency in a bloated industry is born. 
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and then there were more. 



and we are all publishers now.



there are many fish in the sea. 







Employers and job board traffic buyers 

have unprecedented control of their spend.

 Establish click and apply goals at the job, department, company or 

industry level

 Move spend from overperforming jobs to underperforming jobs 

and from publisher to publisher

 Dynamic adjustment of bid rates at the job level to increase reach 

and position

 Two-way platform-to-publisher reporting and bidding 

recommendations

 Easy job distribution to publishers via API or feed

 Click Audit data exchange to ensure that both the platform and 

publisher stay in sync

 Distribution to Facebook, Craigslist, and other social audiences



revising your sales strategy.



leg·a·cy  
/ˈleɡəsē/noun - denoting software or hardware that 
has been superseded but is difficult to replace 
because of its wide use.



 Duration-based ad revenue will continue to stay stagnant or decline

 Overhaul of your reporting, auditing, matching algorithms will need 

to accommodate the migration from slot\flat to performance

 You may suffer from a loss of direct control or relationship, since the 

machine is making purchasing decisions on behalf of the customer

 Relationship management will shift from the direct buyer to the 

agency and platform partners

 You will be evaluated more competitively against your peers in 

terms of traffic, conversions, and costs

 Your sales team will need to become fluent in the language of CPC, 

CPA, CPH, and be able to evaluate performance for clients 

differently

 Foreign, bot, and duplicate click charging policies will need to be 

developed and implemented

there’s a bit of homework involved.



buy side:
 Purchase traffic for your customers substantially more efficiently

 Have greater access to more audience to ensure your clients get 

the performance they need

 Ramp up (or down your monthly traffic spend with ease

sell side:
 You will have access to new clients and new revenue streams

 Your monthly renewal rates for performance products will be higher 

than traditional renewal rates

 Insulate yourself against non-renewals and provide an additional 

method of working with your customers

but there are rewards.



the future of programmatic.



 purchasing and harvesting and hire analytics around resumes\CV’s 

Ability to push jobs to micro-targeted audiences outside of traditional 

job boards

 Targeting and retargeting campaign management & reporting

 Predictive buying based on job board audience and prior performance

 Slot management as a way to support legacy buyers who are not yet 

comfortable moving to a performance-based product

 Multi-channel campaigns to audiences across multiple mediums, 

including email, SMS\text, and through mobile;

 More efficient ad placement

 Dayparting and exposure control

 Bidding for placement, position, and audience to job board 

audiences

 Real-time Bid\Ad serving

The future of the future.



and the race to innovate continues. 
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